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NEAR INTEGRABLE SYSTEMS ON THE LINE.
A CASE STUDY–PERTUBATION THEORY OF THE

DEFOCUSING NONLINEAR SCHRÖDINGER EQUATION

Percy Deift and X. Zhou

In this letter we consider the Cauchy problem for perturbations

(1) iqt + qxx ! 2|q|2q ! 2!|q|lq = 0, !" < x < ",

of the integrable defocusing NLS equation

(2) iqt + qxx ! 2|q|2q = 0.

Here ! > 0 and l > 2. We let U !
t (q0) and UNLS

t (q0) denote the solutions at
time t of (1) and (2) respectively with initial data q(x, t = 0) = q0(x). Of
course, UNLS

t (q0) = U !=0
t (q0). For simplicity, we have chosen the perturbation in

equation (1) to be proportional to |q|lq. Our method extends directly, however,
to perturbations of the form !(|q|)q, where !(s) is a su"ciently smooth function
behaving like sl near s = 0.

In [McKSh], McKean and Shatah considered equations of the form

(3) iqt + qxx ! 2!|q|lq = 0, l > 2,

as perturbations of the free equation

(4) iqt + qxx = 0.

Let Ũt(q0) and UF
t (q0) denote the solutions of (3) and (4) with initial data q0

respectively. In [McKSh] the authors showed that for all initial data in the unit
ball of a weighted Sobolev space, solutions of (3) with ! su"ciently small, behave
asymptotically as t # " like solutions of the free equation (4), and the wave
operator #+ defined by

(5) #+(q0) $ lim
t!"

UF
#t % Ũt(q0),
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exists and is one–to–one onto a ball. Furthermore, #+ conjugates the flows,

(6) UF
t % #+ = #+ % Ũt.

The result of McKean and Shatah provides a very interesting infinite dimensional
example of when a given nonlinear equation ẋ = f(x), with equilibrium point
x = 0, say, can be conjugated to its linearization ẏ = f $(0)y at the point. This
subject has a large literature, devoted almost exclusively to the finite dimensional
case: see for example,[P],[Si],[H],[Ni], among many others.

The case l = 2 (and ! = 1, which can of course always be achieved by scaling)
in equation (3), corresponding to the integrable defocusing NLS equation, how-
ever, is critical: we see from [ZaMa],[DIZ], for example, that as t # " solutions
q(x, t) of NLS with Schwartz class initial data, have asymptotics

(7) q(x, t) = t#1/2"(z0)eix2/(4t)#i"(z0) log 8t + O(
log t

t
),

where " and # are known functions of z0 = x/2t, and it follows easily that #+

in (5) does not exist. Nevertheless, an intertwining operator for the flows does
exist.

To describe the intertwining operator, we recall the inverse scattering method
for NLS [ZaSha]. Consider 2 & 2 matrix solutions $ = $(x, t; z) of the Lax pair

%x$ = P (x, t; z)$,(8)
%t$ = V (x, t; z)$,(9)

where

P = iz& +
!

0 q
q 0

"
,(10)

V = !iz2& ! z

!
0 q
q 0

"
+

!
!i|q|2 iqx

!iq̄x i|q|2
"

,(11)

and & =
! 1

2 0
0 ! 1

2

"
. The NLS equation (2) is equivalent to the commutation

relation

(12) [%x ! P, %t ! V ] = 0.

The scattering map R, is a map from potentials q which decay su"ciently fast
on R, to reflection coe!cients r, and is defined as follows [ZaSha],[BC]. Given
q = q(x) and Im z '= 0, consider solutions $ = $(x, z) of (8) with the property

(13) $e#ixz# approaches I as x # " and is bounded as x # !".
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For all x and for all z ( R, such solutions have boundary values $±(x, z) =
$(x, z ± i0) from above and below, and satisfy the jump relations

(14) $+(x, z) = $#(x, z)
!

1 ! |r|2 r
!r̄ 1

"
, z ( R,

where r = r(z), the reflection coe"cient for (8), is independent of x. We set

(15) R(q) = r.

The map R linearizes the NLS equation (2) in the following way [ZaSha]: if
q(t) = q(x, t) is the solution of (2) with initial data q0 = q0(x) = q(x, 0), then

(16) R(q(t)) = e#itz2
R(q0),

or in terms of the reflection coe"cient r(t) = R(q(t)),

(17) r(t, z) = e#itz2
r(0, z).

In terms of the flows UNLS
t and UF

t , (16)(17) imply

(18) T % UNLS
t = UF

t % T,

where the intertwining operator T is defined by

(19) T = F#1 %R,

and F in turn is the Fourier transform,

(20) (Ff)(z) =
#

R
e#ixzf(x)dx.

Remark 1. The (inverse of the) intertwining operator T is closely related to the
so–called Dollard modified wave operator for the hydrogen Schrödinger equation,

(21) i't ! H' = i't + $' +
(

|x|' = 0,

(see e.g. [RSi, Vol III]). In this case the wave operator s–limt!" ei(#!#$/|x|)tei!t

does not exist, but the modified wave operator #D = s–limt!" ei(#!#$/|x|)t

ei(!t+ !
2
!

"! log t) does exist. Hence, in one dimension, using the stationary phase
method, we see that solutions e#iHt' of (21) evolves asymptotically as

(22)
e#iHt' # ei(#!#$/|x|)tei(!t+ !

2
!

"! log t)(#D')

) const.(F(#D'))(z0)e
iz2

0t+ i!
2z0

log t,
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as t # ", where z0 is again the point of stationary phase, z0 = x
2t . On the other

hand, inserting (7) into (2) we find that as t # "

(23) iqt + qxx ! 2|"(z0)|2

t
q ) 0.

But from [ZaMa] (see also [DIZ]) |"(z0)|2 = #(z0)/2, and hence

(24) iqt + qxx ! 2z0#(z0)
x

q ) 0.

Comparing (24) with (21), we take ( = !2z0#(z0) and insert this value into
(22), to obtain the asymptotic formula

e#iHt' ) const.
eiz2

0t#i"(z0) log t

*
t

(F(#D'))(z0),

which agrees exactly to leading order with (7). Thus solutions of NLS behave
asymptotically like the modified “free” dynamics eiz2

0t+ i!
2z0

log t in the Dollard
wave operator.

In this letter we are concerned, in particular, with the following problem:
Does an operator exist which intertwines the flows of the full equation (1) and
its linearization (4), as in (18) above?

In the light of the preceding discussion, we cannot expect that the solutions
of (1) behave asymptotically like solutions of the free equation (4). Rather, we
expect that solutions of (1) behave like solutions of the integrable NLS equation
(2). This in turn should give rise to an intertwining operator #!

+ for the flows
U !

t and UNLS
t ,

(25) #!
+(q) = lim

t!"
UNLS
#t % U !

t (q),

(26) UNLS
t % #!

+ = #!
+ % U !

t .

Then by (18),
T ! = T % #!

+

is an intertwining operator for U !
t and UF

t ,

(27) T ! % U !
t = UF

t % T !,

as desired.
In order to state our results, we need some definitions. We denote by |A| the

Hilbert–Schmidt norm of the matrix A = (Aij), |A| = (
$

i,j |Aij |2)1/2. For a
matrix–valued function f = f(x) on R, define the weighted Sobolev space

Hk,j = {f : f, Dkf, xjf ( L2(R)}, k, j + 0
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with norm
,f,Hk,j = (,f,2

L2 + ,xjf,2
L2 + ,Dkf,2

L2)1/2,

where the L2 norm of a matrix function f is defined as the L2 norm of |f |. For
) > 0, let

Hk,j
% = {f ( Hk,j : ,f,L# < )}, k + 1, j + 0.

The map q -# r = R(q) has many Fourier–like properties: for example, R
takes the space of Schwartz class potentials {q} onto the space of Schwartz class
reflection coe"cients {r} with ,r,L# < 1 (see, for example, [BC]). But more is
true.

We say that a map F from a subset D of a Banach space B into B is (locally)
Lipschitz if for each q ( B, there is a neighborhood N of q and a positive number
L = L(N) such that

,F (q1) ! F (q2),B . L(N),q1 ! q2,B, for all q1, q2 ( N / D.

Proposition 1 [Z1]. The map R is bi–Lipschitz from Hk,j onto Hj,k
1 for k + 0,

j + 1.

In this letter, we consider (weak) solutions of equations (1) and (2) with initial
data q0 ( H1,1. Solutions in higher Hk,j spaces can be analyzed in a similar
manner (see Remark 5 below). Standard methods in PDE theory guarantee that
if q0 is in H1,1, then the solutions q(t) of (1) and (2) exist for all time in H1,1

and are unique. Moreover, for any t > 0 and ! + 0, the map q0 -# U !
t (q0) is

bi–Lipschitz from H1,1 onto H1,1.
Define

G! = {q ( H1,1 : #!
+(q) = lim

t!"
UNLS
#t % U !

t (q) exists in H1,1},

and for * > 0, 0 < ) < 1,

B&,% = {q ( H1,1 : ,q,H1,1 < *, ,R(q),L# < )}.

A simple argument shows that U !
t (G!) 0 G! and the intertwining relation (26)

is true on G!. For 1 < p < ", let

(28) )p =
2

1 + ,S,Lp(R)!Lp(R)
< 1,

where S is the Hilbert transform on R. Note that )p # 0 as p # ".
In all the theorems that follow we assume that l + 4 (see Remarks 2 and 4

below). Our first result concerns the existence of #!
+ and its relation to the

long–time behavior of U !
t (q0).
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Theorem 1. Supose * > 0 and 0 < ) < )4 < 1. Then
(i) there exists !0 = !0(*, )) > 0 such that

B&,% 0 G!

for all ! < !0,
(ii) #!

+ is Lipschitz from B&,% into H1,1, and
(iii) for all q ( B&,%,

,UNLS
t (#!

+(q)),L#(dx) = O

!
1

t1/2

"
,

and
,U !

t (q) ! UNLS
t (#!

+(q)),L#(dx) = O

!
1

t1/2+'

"
,

for some + > 0, as t # ".

The result (iii) above shows that solutions of equation (1) with initial data in
the ball B&,%, behave asymptotically, in the L" norm, like solutions of NLS.

Our next result concerns the range and invertibility of #!
+.

Theorem 2. For any ! > 0, there exists a Lipschitz map (#!
+)( from

R#1(H1,1
%4

) = {q ( H1,1 : ,R(q),L# < )4} to G! 0 H1,1 with the following
property,

(29) #!
+ % (#!

+)( = 111H1,1
"4

.

In addition,

(30) (#!
+)( % #!

+ = 111(R%"#
+)"1H1,1

"4
.

Note that for ! < !0(*, )) as in Theorem 1, condition (29) implies that #+B&,%

is a neighborhood of 0 in H1,1
%4

.
Conditions (29), (30) mean that (#!

+)# % #!
+ is the identity on its natural

domain i.e. if q ( G!, and #!
+(q) ( Dom(#!

+)# = R#1H1,1
%4

, then (#!
+)##!

+(q) =
q. With this understanding of domains, we simply write (#!

+)# = (#!
+)#1.

An immediate consequence of (17),(26) and Theorem 2 is the following result.

Corollary to Theorem 2. (Conjugation of the flows) Let ! < !0(*, )) as in
Theorem 1, then B&,% 0 (R % #!

+)#1H1,1
%4

, and for all q ( B&,%, and for all t,

(31) U !
t (q) = ((#!

+)#1 % UNLS
t % #!

+)(q),

(32) U !
t (q) = ((T !)#1 % UF

t % T !)(q),

where T ! = T % #!
+ as above.

The wave operator #!
# $ s–limt!#" UNLS

#t %U !
t has similar properties to #!

+.
Our final result describes the scattering theory for equation (1).
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Theorem 3. Let ! < !0(*, )) as in Theorem 1. Define the scattering operator

(33) S! = #!
+ % (#!

#)#1

on #!
#(B&,%). For q#(#!

#(B&,%), set q+ =S!(q#) and define q =(#!
#)#1(q#)=

(#!
+)#1(q+). Then as t # !",

(34) ,U !
t (q) ! UNLS

t (q#),L# = O
%

1

|t|
1
2 +$

&

and as t # +",

(35) ,U !
t (q) ! UNLS

t (q+),L# = O
' 1

t
1
2 +$

(

for some + > 0.

From (34) and (35) we see that the solution of (1) behaves like UNLS
t (q#) as

t # !", and like UNLS
t (q+) as t # +", where q+ = S(q#).

The first step in our method is to rewrite equation (1) in terms of the the
reflection coe"cient r(t) = R(q(t)). We recall some facts from inverse scattering
theory [BC]. Set

(36) v(z) =
!

1 ! |r(z)|2 r(z)
!r̄(z) 1

"

and

(37) vx(z) = eixz#v(z)e#ixz# =
!

1 ! |r(z)|2 r(z)eixz

!r̄(z)e#ixz 1

"
.

For a fixed x, the matrix function m(x, z) $ $(x, z)e#ixa# solves the following
Riemann–Hilbert (RH) problem (cf. 14),

(38a) m(x, ·) is analytic in C \ R and continuous up to the boundary,
(38b) m+(x, z) = m#(x, z)vx(z), z ( R,
(38c) m±(x, z) ( I + L2(R, dz).

This RH problem is intimately connected with the scattering map R. As in-
dicated above, if q ( Hk,j , k + 0, j + 1, then m = $e#ixz# solves the RH

problem (38abc) with r = R(q), v =
!

1 ! |r|2 r
!r 1

"
. Conversely, given r

in Hj,k
1 , k + 0, j + 1, then the RH problem (38abc) has a unique solution

m(x, z) = m(x, z; r) with the property that $ = meixz# solves the first order

equation (%x ! P )$ = 0, P = iz& +
!

0 q
q̄ 0

"
, with a potential q in Hk,j , for

which R(q) is precisely the given function r.
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A simple calculation shows that equation (1) is equivalent to the commutator
relation (cf. (12))

(39) [%x ! U, %t ! V ] = !G,

where

(40) G = G(q) = !2i|q|l
!

0 q
!q̄ 0

"
.

A computation similar to the standard proof of (16) (cf. [ZaSha],[AKNS]) leads
to the following equation for r(t) = R((q(t)), which plays a central role in our
analysis:

(41)

d

dt
r(t, z) =

! iz2r(t, z) + !

# "

#"
e#izy

'
m#1

# (y, z; r(t))G(q(y, t))m#(y, z; r(t))
(
12

dy,

where ( )12 denotes the (1, 2)–entry of the matrix. As q(t) = R#1(r(t)), (41)
should be viewed as an equation for r(t), equivalent to (1).

The key feature of equation (41) is that the “slowly decaying” term !2|q|2q is
now removed, and the scattering map q -# r can be viewed as a transformation
to normal form. Indeed, substituting the relations

(42) r = R(q) ) F(q)

and

(43) m#(y, z; r) ) I,

which are true for q (equivalently r) small, and taking the Fourier transform, we
obtain precisely equation (3).

Morally, the above argument is correct: unfortunately, however, even if q(t =
0) is su"ciently small, q(t) in general does not remain small in the appropriate
norm for all t. This leads to considerable complications in the analysis, and
prevents us, at the technical level, from extending our results all the way to
any l > 2. Our method relies on a variety of estimates for the integrable NLS
equation (2). These estimates are obtained using the non–linear steepest de-
scent method for oscillatory RH problems introduced by the authors in [DZ].
In [DZ],[DIZ] the data is taken to have su"ciently high decay, and leads to an
explicit asymptotic formula for the solutions (cf. (7)). In the present work, how-
ever, we can only assume that the data lies in H1,1, and the explicit asymptotic
form of the solution, with precise error estimates, is not clear.
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Our method, however, does not rely on explicit asymptotic formulae. We
prove instead the following smoothing estimate for solutions of the NLS equation
(2):

(44) |qNLS(x, t)| . C(,r(t = 0),H1,0 , ,r(t = 0),L#))
|t|

,r(t = 0),H1,0 ,

where r(t = 0) = R(q(t = 0)), and C(·, ·) is a smooth function of its arguments.
Related, but weaker, smoothing estimates for NLS were obtained in [Z2]. Also
certain smoothing estimates for KdV have been obtained by Kappeler [Ka], us-
ing the Gelfand–Levitan–Marchenko equation. Equation (44) plays a crucial
role in an extended set of iterations leading to estimates for solutions of (41).
As opposed to the case in which the unperturbed problem is linear, the fact
that equation (2) is nonlinear leads to many complications, and multiplies con-
siderably the number of estimates needed for the proof of Theorems 1–3. A
manuscript with full details is in preperation.

Remark 2. The restriction ,r,L# = ,R(q),L# < )4 in our theorems, is an
artifice of our method and arises in the following way. At certain points in the
argument we need L4(dz) estimates for m#(x, · ; r): to obtain such estimates for
m# from the RH problem (38abc) we impose the small norm condition ,r,L# <
)4. We believe that this condition is not necessary and L4(dz) bounds for m#
can be obtained without this condition via a more detailed long–time analysis
of solutions of the NLS equation in H1,1. We plan to undertake such a detailed
analysis in a future publication.

Remark 3. If l + 6, the small norm condition ,r,L4 < )4 is not needed. This is
because the nonlinear term in equation (41) now decays su"ciently rapidly so
that only L2(dz) (and not L4(dz)) estimates for m# are needed. Such estimates,
however, are true for all r in H1,1 with ,r,L# < 1, and hence for all q in H1,1.

Remark 4. In all our results we have assumed that l + 4. This assumption was
made to simplify and shorten the presentation, and our results actually extend
to all l > 3 1

2 . As l # 3 1
2 , however, our method requires that ,r,L# < )p for

larger and larger values of p. Recalling that limp!" )p = 0, this means that as
l # 3 1

2 , our method applies only to Cauchy data q(t = 0) for equation (1) with
smaller and smaller values of ,R(q(t = 0)),L# . As noted in Remark 2, however,
we expect that the condition ,r,L# < )p is in fact unnecessary.

Remark 5. In this letter we have only considered solutions of (1) in H1,1. For
any k and j, analogous results can be proved for initial data in Hk,j , provided
that (i) k + j + 1, and (ii) either l is an even integer, or l is su"ciently large
to ensure the smoothness of (1).

In future publications we plan to extend the methods of this paper to analyze
perturbations of a variety of integrable systems, including systems with soliton
solutions.
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The theory of perturbations of integrable systems has generated a vast liter-
ature, and we conclude with a brief survey of results which are closest to ours.
We will focus, in particular, on problems in 1 + 1 dimensions.

Equations of the form (41) for a variety of systems of type

(45) qt + K0(q, qx, qxx, · · · ) = !K1(q, qx, · · · ),

where qt + K0(q, qx, qxx, · · · ) = 0 is integrable, were first derived in [K1], [KN]
and [KarMas]. In these papers the authors used the equations of form (41), ex-
panded formally in powers of !, to obtain information on solutions (in particular,
soliton–type solutions) of (45) for times of order !#) for some " > 0. Recently,
Kivshar et al. [KiGSaV], and also Kaup [K2], have extended the method in
[K1],[KN],[KarMas] to obtain information for times of order !#) for larger val-
ues of ".

Results similar to those of [K1],[KN] and [KarMas] have been obtained by
many authors, dating back to [A] [McSc], [W], using the multi–scale/averaging
method directly on the perturbed equation (45) (for further information, see
[AS]). We also refer the reader to an interesting recent preprint [Br] in which
the author obtains similar results to those of Kivshar et al., using standard
perturbation methods.

As we have noted in the body of the text, the map q -# r = R(q) can be
viewed as a transformation of equation (1) to normal form. Kodama was the
first to apply normal form ideas to nearly integrable 1 + 1 dimensional systems,
and in [Ko] he reduced (45), in the case of KdV, to normal form up to order !2.
Kodama’s transformation has been generalized recently by Fokas and Liu [FL].

In the spatially periodic case, rigorous normal form theorems have been ob-
tained using infinite–dimensional KAM methods in the seminal work of Craig
and Wayne [CrW] and also Kuksin [Ku1],[Ku2]. A consequence of this work
is the proof of the existence of spatially and temporally periodic solutions of
various evolution equations.

In a di%erent direction, Ozawa in [O] considered solutions of generalized NLS
equations

iqt + qxx ! (|q|2q ! µ|q|p#1q = 0, !" < x < ",

where ( ( R \ {0}, µ ( R and p > 3. Under certain additional technical
restrictions (e.g. µ + 0 if p + 5), Ozawa used PDE methods to prove that
modified Dollard–type wave operators #$,µ

± for (46) exist on a dense subset of
a neighborhood of zero in L2(R) or H1,0(R). This means (cf. Remark 1 above)
that solutions of (46) with initial data in Ran#$,µ

± behave as t # " like solutions
of the NLS equation

(47) iut + uxx ! (|u|2u = 0.

In the case ( > 0, these results are clearly related to Theorem 2 above.
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Finally we mention the fundamental work of Zakharov on normal form theory
for nonlinear wave systems [Za]. A particularly illuminating exposition of the
consequences of Zakharov’s theory in the context of a class of 1 + 1 dimensional
dispersive wave equations, can be found in the recent paper of Majda et al.
[MMcT].
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